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Abstract. Communication networks are becoming more essential for our daily 

lives and critically important for industry and governments. The intense 

growth in the backbone traffic implies an increment of the power demands of 

the transmission systems. This power usage might have a significant negative 

effect on the environment in general. In network planning there are existing 

planning models focused on QoS provisioning, investment minimization or 

combinations of both and other parameters. But there is a lack of a model for 

designing green optical backbones. This paper presents novel ideas to be able 

to define an analytical model to consider environmental aspects in the 

planning stage of backbones design. 
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1   Introduction 

As FTTH is becoming more widely deployed, bandwidth possibilities for users might 

increase up to Gbs-order connections. This expansion has a significant effect on the 

backbone traffic. This increment of traffic implies an increment on the power 

consumption by the whole network system [1-3]. 

Network planning tools, usually, are focused on economical or performance 

aspects, but due to this growth of networks, the consideration of environmental 

aspects might be necessary in a near future.  

Currently, there are tools available to be able to analyze the performance or the 

economical aspects of a network design before its implementation and deployment, 

examples are [4] and [5]. Geographical Information System (GIS) data is usually used 

in order to minimize the digging tasks which are directly related to the deployment 

investment. In addition, the network topologies are defined in such a way that short 

path distances between nodes (hops) can be established to improve the performance. 

Unfortunately, the network planning tools have not followed energy efficiency 

criteria. There is a relation between how a network is designed and implemented and 

emissions caused, but there is not a solid base to deal with the problem, however 

many ideas have been proposed lately [6,7].  

This work is intended to define the relations between optical backbone network 

planning and generic Green House Gases emissions. The goal and main contribution 

is to define an analytical model to be able to relate important parameters used in 

network planning such as number of nodes, topology, physical length of the network, 
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number of users , etc,  with GHG emissions. This model has been introduced in [7]. It 

is possible to study how the optical network infrastructure affects the environment 

and it might be included as design criteria. Furthermore, a case study is presented as 

an illustration of the potential model use. 

This model is partially based on Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) [8], a widely used 

approach to analyze the environmental effects of products or services from ”cradle-

to-grave” and power usage of the different network task and elements, influenced by 

publications such  as [2,3,8-10]. 

This model lays the first brick towards a more environmental aware network 

planning, and hopefully it can be used and adapted to find real solutions for this 

upcoming environmental issue. 

The rest of the document is as follows: Section 2 presents important preliminary 
concepts. Section 3 introduces the model equations and parameters and Section 4 
illustrates the practical use of the model. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work. 

2   Preliminary Concepts  

 
Distributed Weighted Average Distance, (DWAD):  
It is used to calculate the average number of routers and amplifiers the traffic passes 
through. It is measured in “hops per bit” and it is dependent on the traffic distribution, 
a traffic matrix is required.  
For the case study, to create the traffic matrix it is assumed that the aggregated traffic 
by each node is proportional to its population. This traffic is distributed to the rest of 
the nodes proportionally to their population. Only the internal backbone traffic is 
considered. For external traffic other transmission concepts such as “node to 
gateway” should be applied.  

The total average distance, DWADT, should consider failures, Eq. (1). PUx is the 
time percentage a network is at a state of x failures.  

To determine DWADT for the case study, a basic graph analysis script has been 
implemented. The procedure is to determine the path distance between all the possible 
pairs of nodes by calculating the corresponding Spanning Tree (ideal scenario, no 
failures). Then, the process is repeated eliminating the corresponding number of links 
([1,f] ) and the average is calculated for each case. The results are deterministic, no 
simulation involved, in the way that all possible combinations of failure are processed 
and for all possible pairs of source-destination nodes. This method is more feasible 
for low f values due to combinational problems. 

As a small example, let's consider the possibility of 0 and 1 failures at the same 
time. The network has no failures 80% of the time, then 
DWADT=0,8DWAD0+0,2DWAD1. Basic availability concepts are used to calculate 
the failure probability and down-time of any element [4] and [11]. 
 

T x x
x f
x 0DWAD  PU   DWAD    

(1) 
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Upgradeability: Briefly explained, backbone networks can be implemented 
following organized interconnection schemes. Networks can be planned to be 
implemented in stages and at the conclusion of each stage, an organized topology can 
be used for transmissions. In this way, every time a network is upgraded by the 
addition of new links, the performance consequences can be more predictable. For 
more information it is recommended to read [12]. 
 
CO2 emissions: Even though the final idea in the far future is to be able to produce 
energy with no emission, “Zero Carbon” concept, the reality is that the trends are 
going more in the way of the so called “Carbon Neutrality”, focused on feasible CO2 
reductions [17]. This idea is followed in this document. 
 
Euclidean vs. Real distance: The physical length of the links is calculated as the 
Euclidean distance between end points. Specialized studies provide ratios Euclidean-
Real distance of roads [13] and [14]. Thus, their use combined with the Euclidean 
distances gives an acceptable approximation avoiding the road layout design task. 
 
Notation:  
Emissions: ENT are the total emissions of the network, EDxy, ETy, and EMxyz are the 
emissions of deployment, transmission and maintenance where x can be n, a and l for 
Nodes, Amplifiers and Lines. y corresponds to the topology and it can be R, H and G 
for Ring, Honeycomb and Grid. In the maintenance case, z can be M for monitoring 
and F for failure.  
Time values: TDxy, TTy and TMy are the periods for deployment, transmission and 
maintenance. tDxyz, tTyz and tMxyz are the instant times of each action where x is the 
element, y is the topology (just as the emissions notation) and z is 0 for the beginning 
of the period and 1 for the end.  αx, x and x are the emission factors for each of the 
tasks. ρx, τx and δx are their respective decrement rates. 
Other variables: TRF traffic, AA average amplifiers per link, AD average distance and 
PUf time percentage of a state of f failures. Power consumptions, Pn and Pa are the 
power required to treat one bit at a node or amplifier respectively. P1bit is the average 
power required to transmit 1 bit from a source to a destination.  

3 The Model  

The goal is to define a model to relate the GHG emissions of a network along its 
lifetime to the commented parameters in network planning. In this way, it is possible 
to evaluate the network design options from a new environmental perspective. The 
model includes some other parameters not strictly related to network planning, i.e 
emissions per watt generated and not controllable at the design stage. However, the 
model might help to provide guidelines of how their evolution should be in order to 
reasonably build environmental backbones.  The model can be defined as two simple 
statements: 
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 The simplicity of the model allows flexibility of usage.  The possibility of increasing progressively the complexity of each parameter 
allows a systematic approach of an efficient match “model-real life”. 

Three main stages are considered to contribute to the emissions: Deployment, 
Transmission and Maintenance. There is the possibility that the power consumption 
and consequently the potential GHG emissions of one of these actions are not 
significant. For the definition of the model, everything that might contribute should be 
included. At the time of obtaining empirical results, maybe some factors will not 
significantly contribute to the global overview of the network and can be discarded.  

Let ED, ET and EM be the emissions caused by the deployment, transmission and 
maintenance; then the emissions of a network along its lifetime (ENT) is given by Eq.  
(2). X can be some other contribution not considered yet, but it leaves the model open 
for improvement. 

 

NTE ED ET EM X     . (2) 

3.1 Deployment emissions, ED: 

They cover the emissions related to the construction of the network and its elements. 
They can be directly related to the number of elements and length of the links. Similar 
concept can be found for FTTH (Fiber To The Home) implementation in [15]. 

There are three types of main affecting elements, number of nodes N, number of 
amplifiers A and network length (including ditches) L.  
These elements are related to the emissions by defining the α emission factors.  Let 
αn, αa and αl be the emission factors corresponding to the production, transport and 
installation of the nodes, amplifiers and links equipment given as [CO2(Kg)/node], 
[CO2(Kg)/amp] and [CO2(Kg)/km]. Thus, the format of ED can be defined as Eq. (3). 
 

n a l n a lED  ED   ED   ED  N A L          . (3) 

 
In reality, networks are not instantaneously built, it is a time process. The α 

parameters, will vary in time, i.e the process of producing fibre might involve lower 
emissions in 10 year. Hence, the variables should be continuous and time dependent. 
The elements rate of deployment might also be time dependent. Eq. (4) presents ED 
for a generic deployment time TD when considering time dependent parameters. 

 
 

 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

TD
n a lED TD t N t t A t t L t dt       .  

(4) 
 
The parameters calculations can be as complex as desired; however this work is 

not focused on getting into their specific details. In fact, some of them will require 
intense research work before they can be used in reality. 
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3.2 Transmission emissions, ET: 

These emissions are related to the transmission of information. Every bit transmitted, 
routed or amplified at each of the active devices will consume energy [10]. To 
transmit one bit from any source to a destination is energy consuming and this energy 
is assumed to involve emissions. Let Pn and  Pa be the power consumption to receive, 
treat and retransmit 1 bit at a node and amplifier respectively, both given as [W/bit]. 
Let AD and AA be the path average distance, given as [hops/bit] and average number of 
amplifiers per link. The calculation of AD is introduced at Section 2 (DWAD) and it 
can be time dependent due to topology link upgrades for example. AA is presented in 
Eq. (5). DA is the distance between amplifiers or amplifier-node, currently around 70 
km, and it can be time dependent DA(t) implying AA(t). # Links is the number of links. 

Pn can depend on the type of signal processing at the nodes, OxExO or all optical, 
type of routing, hardware design or even cooling systems. Many concepts might be 
included on one variable. Its format or complexity is not relevant to generically 
present the model. But it is important to keep in mind that the accuracy of the model 
comes from the specific definition of all the parameters for each of the technologies.   

Eq. (6) presents the format P1bit, total average power consumption to transmit one 
bit from source to destination, including the time dependent format1.  

 

#
A

A

L
A   

Links  D
  .  

(5) 
1

1

( 1)

( ) ( ) ( ( ) 1) ( ) ( ) ( )

bit n D a A D

bit n a A D

P   P A   P A A

P t   P t AD t   P t A t A t

     
      .  

(6) 

 
Eq. (7) presents the format of ET, including the time dependent form, where TRF is 

the traffic aggregated to the network per year,  is emissions to generate 1 Watt given 
as [C02(kg)/W]. TT=tT1-tT0 is a generic transmission period. 

 
1

0

 
1 1

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

tT
bit bit

tT
ET  TRF TT  P  ET TT  t TRF t P t  dt       .  

(7) 

3.3 Maintenance emissions, EM: 

These emissions cover all the aspects related to the maintenance of the network. Two 
types of energy consuming actions are considered: Monitoring and Failure reparation 
and their corresponding emission variables are EMM and EMF, Eq. (8). They can also 
be presented as time functions similarly to Eq. (4). Like the deployment emissions, 

                                                           
1 The number of nodes in a path is considered to be AD+1 since the source and destination 

nodes also need energy to process the information. 
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three elements are considered: nodes, amplifiers and links. The EMF will be clearly 
conditioned to the size of the network since the failure rate is proportional to the 
physical length of the links [11]. 

The emission factors for monitoring actions are defined as γMx, given as 
[CO2(kg)/element*year] or  [CO2(kg)/km*year}] for the links. The emissions due to 
failure reparations, γFx given as   [CO2(kg)/element*failure] and Fx is the failure rate 
in [failures/year]. x in the variables notation corresponds to the element, being n for 
nodes, a for amplifiers  and l for links. The rest of the variables are: number of nodes 
N, number of amplifiers A and network length L. Both formulas can be expressed, but 
not presented in the document to avoid repetition, as time functions as previously 
presented for ED and ET. 

 

M F Mn Ma Ml Fn Fa FlEM EM   EM  ( N A L) TT ( Fn Fa Fl) TT              
 

. 

(8) 

4   Case study 

The following case study intends to illustrate one of the potential uses of the model. It 
is important to remark that, at this stage, it is not possible to provide final numerical 
solutions, but it is possible to analytically illustrate the idea. For the presentation of 
more clear equations several assumptions has been taken. The values of some are 
symbolic but they do not interfere with the presentation of the use of the model.   

4.1 The Scenario and Cases  

The scenario consists of a set of nodes to be interconnected. Three cases are compared 
for the same area: to implement a physical Ring, Honeycomb (4X5) or Grid (4x5). 

For this purpose, the deployment technique commented in Section 2 is followed. 
The deployment is planned in stages so at the end of each stage there is an organized 
topology ready to be used for transmissions.  As a result, emission equations are 
presented for three Cases over the same region to illustrate the influence of the 
network infrastructure parameters. The three cases are: 
- Case A: A Ring topology is deployed and remains as final structure (Stage 1).  
- Case B: A Ring topology is deployed and when it is installed the network is ready to 

be used (Stage 1). In that instant, the Honeycomb upgrade begins and this structure 
remains for the rest of the network's lifetime (Stage 2).  

- Case C: As Case B but when the honeycomb is finished (Stage 2), an upgrade 
begins to form a Grid that will be the final topology (Stage 3).  
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The chosen scenario is to connect the 20 most populated metropolitan areas in 
continental Australia 2 . The shortest physical way to interconnect them is determined 
for each of the topologies and cases using genetic algorithms 3 [5]. The complexity of 
the topology problem is NP since theoretically there are N! possible solutions. Any 
search method can be used to solve this type of problems. 

4.2 Assumptions 

Deployment: Starts at tDR0=0. 
- The deployment is continuous until the definitive topology is deployed. Thus, for 

example for Case C: tDR0=0, tDR1=tDH0 and tDH1=tDG0.    
- All the nodes are deployed as soon as possible and at a constant rate. For Case A all 

nodes will be deployed at the Ring stage,   tDNT=tDR1. For B and C, at the Ring 
stage 18 nodes are installed and the rest at the Honeycomb stage. If a 20 nodes Ring 
is implemented, some of its links cannot be used to form a Honeycomb. Therefore, 
it is not an efficient planning procedure.  Links are deployed at a constant rate and 
amplifiers are installed at the same time. 

- The α factors have a constant decreasing rate of τ per year. αx(t)= αx0·(1- τ)t, αx0 is 
the initial value at t=0=tD R0. There is a need to define a reference value, αxref, 

corresponding to the emissions of implementing one node (amplifier or km of link) 
in one year. In this way αx0= αxref /TD. x corresponds to the element (n, a or l). 

- DA=70 km and it is kept constant (distance between amplifiers). 
Transmission: Starts at tTR0=tDR1. 
-The topology is not operable until the installation/upgrade is completed.  
-The  factor have a constant decreasing rate ρ per year. x(t)= x0·(1- ρ)t, x0 is the 
initial value at t=0=tD R0.   
-The average distance is calculated as DWAD, Eq. (1) and up to one failure at the 
same time. It is assumed shortest path routing and all the links have a constant equal 
weight when calculating the Spanning Tree in both cases, of 0 and 1 failures. 
-Traffic transactions increase rate is kept constant, TRF0·(1+ ρTRF)

t. 
- Pn and Pa are assumed to be always constant. 
Maintenance: Starts at tMR0=tDR1. 
-The γ factors have a constant decreasing rate δ per year. x(t)= x0·(1- δ)t, γx0 is the 
initial value at t=0=tD R0. 
-It is assumed that only link failures are significant to be included in the formulas to 
illustrate the example. Equipment at the nodes and amplifiers are highly reliable and 
very unlikely to fail [5]. However, human errors might be included in future. 
-The values to calculate the failure rates and element down-time are taken from [4] 
and [11] and correspond to MTTF=500 FIT and MTF=14,4 h. 

                                                           
2 Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Newcastle, Gold coast, Canberra, 

Wollongong, Sunshine coast, Bendigo, Geelong, Townsville, Cairns, Orange, Alburya, 
Darwin, Toowoomba, Ballarat, Shoalhaven. Coordinates and Population taken from [18]. 

3 The same topology might have different length depending on the case since the optimized 
topology is the definitive. More information in [12]. 
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4.3 Analysis 

For the rest of the case study, to indicate the case, a superscript (A, B or C) is added 
to each of the terms, and for example tDR0

A is the beginning of deployment of the 
Ring at case A. Table 1 presents the equations to be solved to determine the total 
emissions of Case A. These formulas act as a guideline and, to avoid repetition, for 
Cases B and C they are not presented. The concept is similar but considering the 
proper time periods, stages and parameters for the different tasks. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Case A, B and C 

Fig. 1 presents the planning solutions for the considered cases including time lines 
illustrating the emissions periods. Some of the time parameters are indicated as 
examples for a better understanding. Table 2 presents the numerical values of the 
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planning parameters. The information is divided by Case and Stage displaying for 
each the corresponding topology and all its parameters (nodes, length, amps ...). The 
variables NDp, ADp and LDp correspond to the nodes, amplifiers and km of link to be 
deployed at each stage. All the values are calculated, there are no assumptions. The 
information is displayed by case and stage. The information required in order to make 
these calculations is the following: City coordinates and population, MTTF and MFT , 
a graph analysis script to calculate the average distance as DWAD, as mentioned in 
Section 2 and a ratio of Euclidean-Real distance of √2.  

Finally, Table 3 presents the resulting equations. In order to provide reasonably 
short terms, all the τ, ρ and δ parameters are given a value of 0,05 (except for ρTRF). 
This implies a decrement of 5% per year. ρTRF=0,41, in the way that traffic volume is 
doubled every two years as predicted for a near future [16].  

The equations are displayed by case, type and period, the total emissions of each 
case being the sum of all their emissions. The effect of each of the planning factors 
can clearly be identified in Table 2. In Table 3, these factors are indicated only in the 
first equation of each type for clearness of display, but for the rest it is similar.  

 

One of the basic illustrated ideas is that the Grid network contributes more to ED 
and EM but less to ET than the Honeycomb or Ring. Depending on the values 
assigned to the stages periods, the emission factors or traffic trends, different options 
can be evaluated to find the most environmental. 

The model and its solutions combined with some parameters analysis might 
contribute to some of the following ideas:  

-Simply, which, among a set of options, implies the least emissions according to 
the expected trends of the emission factors or traffic growth. 

- How the parameters evolution has to be so Case X is better than Case Y.  
- How and when to upgrade a network to make it more environmentally efficient. 
- Network planning has always been a matter of considering global optimization 

between different network properties to find a balance. The addition of the 
environmental aspect will not change this concept. In fact, the combination of 
different backbone models (i.e. performance, economical and environmental) can 
provide a better systematic planning procedure in future. 
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The three different cases show how the network planning parameters affect each 
type of emissions. However, it is possible to go a little further in the solution in order 
to illustrate more clear results; numerical values are given to the time periods. This 
way it is possible to compare the three solutions just as a function of the emissions 
factors. Obviously this value depends on the investment for the deployment, high 
investment more man power and machinery available, so the value is an example. Let 
the deployment speed be 3000 Km per year4 and the corresponding nodes and 
amplifiers are implemented within the links deployment time. The network has an 
estimated lifetime of 40 years. Table 4 presents the resulting time periods (T) and 
instants (t) for these assumptions. 

                                                           
4 In this way any of the cases, the deployment can be finalized in 10 years maximum. 
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Finally, substituting all the numerical values, Table 5 gives the final results to be 
compared as a function of the emissions factors, these factors are constant and equal 
in the three cases. Briefly, the conclusion of this example verifies the affirmations 
previously stated and in [7].  

 

In terms of deployment and maintenance, the physical length of the links 
significantly affects the emissions. To deploy and maintain a Ring causes 
considerably less emissions than a Grid. On the other hand, the reduction of the 
physical hops of the paths implies a reduction on the ET related to both amplifiers and 
nodes. The optimal design decision depends on the numerical values of these 
emission factors, which with the cooperation of other science disciplines, would be 
possible in future. In any case, this example can clearly illustrate the basics of the 
model and how to use and interpret it. The model can be implemented as an 
evaluation application and sweeps of several of the present variables in the model can 
be performed to observe the potential contributions depending on the planning 
decisions, future technological evolutions or even environmental legislation. 

5 Conclusion 

The main contribution is the presentation of a network planning model focused on the 
emissions generated along the lifetime of an optical backbone. This model relates the 
classical network planning parameters such as number of nodes, distances between 
pairs of nodes or physical network length to the emissions generated by the different 
elements. Three main types of emissions are defined based on Deployment, 
Transmission and Maintenance actions. The model can be defined as simple as 
desired but it provides the possibility of extending each of its elements to significant 
complexity levels. Several parameters present on the model are not strictly related to 
networks, i.e. emissions per watt generated, thus for the evaluation of environmental 
planning aspects of backbones, there are many different science fields involved and 
interrelated.  Furthermore, a case study illustrates the potential use and analysis of the 
model in real networks. Several assumptions had to be made in order to provide 
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solutions equations. It is possible to identify how each of the mentioned network 
planning parameters (Table 2) affects the emission levels.  

The model is defined and presented, and even though it is not possible yet to 
provide final numerical solutions, the first step has been taken towards the inclusion 
of environmental aspects in optical network planning and design.  
Further research on each of the parameters present in the equations is required to 
estimate their behavior in time. Each of the emissions factors can be extended or 
modified to be used for other environmental measurements such as toxicity. Maybe 
other factors can be included as well such as equipment replacement or recycling for 
EM. In general, there is potential new research on this model. 
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